SECRET

COUNTER INTELLIGENCE CORPS
MOROCCAN TRAVEL CONTROL DETACHMENT
APC 759
U.S. ARMY

DATE: 5 SEPTEMBER 1944
PLACE: ARBAOUA SECTION

MEMORANDUM FOR THE OFFICER IN CHARGE:

SUBJECT: Arrest of Suspected German Agent

RE: Mohamed ben el Hassan LIMOUNI

On 3 September 1944, this Agent in the company of M. DURAND of the French Police of Queada arrested Mohamed ben el Hassan LIMOUNI on the train coming from Tangier; Subject is known to the ESM as a German ("SRAS") agent. Subject's arrival from Tangier has been expected since June of this year. Subject's "ILP" was renewed recently for the expressed purpose of arresting him as he entered the French zone.

At Souk el Arba du Rharb, Subject was turned over to the ESM and eventually to the ESM for questioning. Lt. DUBOIS of the ESM questioned the Subject at length without success, and on 5 September 1944 Subject was sent to the ESM, Casablanca for further questioning.

This Agent noticed on his passport that Subject had left occupied France on 16 February 1944. He carried considerable luggage (over 5 large-size suitcases) which was thoroughly searched by the French. All of Subject's personal belongings were relatively new and apparently of expensive make. Subject gave no logical explanation of his activities in France and Spain before his arrival in Morocco, nor did he explain the expensive personal belongings in his possession.

AGENT'S NOTES

Lt. DUBOIS informed this Agent that Subject had been singled out as a German agent by French agents in France and Spain. Subject has also acted as courier for other German agents. He was reported to be carrying letters into the French zone, but the search revealed nothing. Subject claims that the letters were given to an unnamed person who carried them into the French zone.
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